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WELCOME TO ATTEND ICVISP 2017 & SIUSAI 2017 IN OSAKA

Dear Distinguished Participants,

Welcome to Osaka! Welcome to attend 2017 International Conference on Vision, Image and Signal Processing (ICVISP 2017)

and 2017 International Symposium on Intelligent Unmanned Systems and Artificial Intelligence (SIUSAI 2017) in Osaka. The

aim as well as objective of ICVISP and SIUSAI is to present the latest research and results of scientists related to vision, image,

signal processing, intelligent Unmanned Systems and Artificial Intelligence. This conference provides opportunities for the

delegates to exchange new ideas face-to-face, to establish business or research relations as well as to find global partners for

future collaborations. We hope that the conference results will lead to significant contributions to the knowledge in these

up-to-date scientific fields.

We would like to appreciate our outstanding keynote speakers Prof. Ian Robert McAndrew and Prof. King Ngi Ngan, our

Plenary Speakers Dr Gerald Schaefer, Prof. Carlos Ramos and Prof. Goreti Marreiros, our Invited Speaker Dr. Spot Srigrarom

and Prof. Kamesh Namuduri for sharing their deep insights on future challenges and trends in this conference.

We would like to thank all the committees for their great support on organizing the conference. We also would like to express

our gratitude to all the reviewers for their great effort on reviewing the papers submitted to ICVISP and SIUSAI. Special thanks

to our local committee member Dr. Reika Sakihara and all the researchers and students who with their work and participate in

the conference.

We hope you enjoy the conference, the food, the hospitality as well as this charming city of Osaka!

Sincerely

ICVISP & SIUSAI Committee
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CONFERENCE VENUE AND TRANSPORT INFORMATION

S.Training Center in Osaka S.Training Center Map

Transport Information Subway Information

S.TRAINING CENTER (English)

6-22-20, Fukushima, Fukushima-ku, Osaka-shi, Osaka, Japan

株式会社 新梅田研修センター (Japanese)

日本国 大阪府 大阪市 福島区福島６-２２-２０
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CONFERENCE PROGRAM OVERVIEW

Registration
22 September, 2017 Friday

9:00am -17:00pm

Conference secretary: Ms. Betty Y. CHAN

9:00am-17:00pm Registration and Reception
S.Training Center F1

Lobby

Speech
23 September, 2017 Saturday

9:00am-14:00pm

Conference Chair: Prof. Ian Robert McAndrew

08:00am-08:45am Registration

S.Training Center F9

Conference Room 905

8:45am-9:00am
Welcome address

Prof. Ian Robert McAndrew

9:00am-9:30am
Keynote Speaker 1

Prof. Ian Robert McAndrew

9:30am-10: 00am
Keynote Speaker 2

Prof. King Ngi Ngan

10:00am-10:30am
Group Photo

Coffee Break

10:30am-11:00am
Plenary Speaker 1

Dr Gerald Schaefer

11:00am-11:30am
Plenary Speaker 2

Prof. Carlos Ramos
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11:30am-12:00am
Plenary Speaker 3

Prof. Goreti Marreiros

12:00am-13:00pm Lunch

13:00pm-13:30pm
Invited Speaker 1

Dr. Spot Srigrarom S.Training Center F9

Conference Room 905
13:30pm-14:00pm

Invited Speaker 2

Prof. Kamesh Namuduri

14:00pm-15:00pm

Presentation Session A
S.Training Center F5

Conference Room 501

Presentation Session B
S.Training Center F9

Conference Room 905

15:00pm-15:30pm Coffee Break
S.Training Center

Conference Room

15:30pm-16:00pm Poster Presentation
S.Training Center

Conference Room

16:00pm-17:00pm

Presentation Session A
S.Training Center F5

Conference Room 501

Presentation Session B
S.Training Center F9

Conference Room 905

17:00pm-19:30pm Dinner Banquet TBD
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INTRODUCTION TO SPEAKERS

KEYNOTE SPEAKER 1

Prof. Ian Robert McAndrew

Embry-Riddle Aeronautical University,UK

Speech Title: Innovation, what do we mean and how does this
apply to AI and UAV?

Abstract: Innovation is an item that can mean different things to different people. There
are cases where innovation is presented as good design and others where it is ignored
from the inflexibility. However, innovation has to start and be allowed to develop.
Researchers and scientist are looking at AI and UAVs for roles and applications. If we
think classically then there might not be developments. In his talk Prof. Ian McAndrew will
discuss how we can learn from others and what we need to think about that separates
innovation, innovative process and ideas from basic engineering development. He argues
that design is insufficient to be the driver of innovation.

Biography: Prof. Ian R. McAndrew PhD is a mechanical engineer that has worked in
education for over 25 years. His teaching and research has been globally, starting in
London and now with Embry Riddle Aeronautical University. He has taught in over 20
countries and published with many academics from all over the world. He is currently the
Department Chair for Graduate Studies in the college of Aeronautics, where he is
responsible for 6 Masters degrees and over 3000 students. He has 5 degrees, also a
qualified Electrical engineer and FRAeS. He has supervised over 25 PhDs and has
almost 50 peer reviewed publications. His current research is in aerodynamics and low
speed flight. He is a keen supporter of conferences as this is where junior researchers
can develop their skills for a life in research. Dr. Ian McAndrew FRAeS is a Tenured
Faculty and Full professor at Embry Riddle Aeronautical University. He has worked in
academia for over 27 years and lectured globally. Currently his research is in the area of
low speed aerodynamics for UAVs. He has more than 55 journal and conference
publications and almost 30 successful PhD supervisions. He is frequently invited to
deliver Keynote speeches and is the Chair of several International Conferences.
Additionally, he is the editor or assistant editor in chief of several International Journals.
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IKEYNOTE SPEAKER 2

Prof. King Ngi Ngan

Department of Electronic Engineering, The Chinese University of
Hong Kong, Hong Kong

Speech title: 3D Morphable Model and its Applications

Abstract: In this talk, the research work on 3D morphable model and its applications
conducted in the Image and Visual Processing (IVP) Laboratory of the Chinese University
of Hong Kong (CUHK) is discussed. The 3D morphable model is introduced with respect to
the works carried out for face modeling and reconstruction. Its applications to head pose
tracking, facial expression tracking, and face reconstruction using a single color image are
explored. Demonstrations showing the results obtained are displayed in video. Lastly some
future directions will be outlined.

Biography: King N. Ngan (F’00) received the Ph.D. degree in Electrical Engineering from
the Loughborough University in U.K. He is currently a chair professor at the Department
of Electronic Engineering, Chinese University of Hong Kong. He was previously a full
professor at the Nanyang Technological University, Singapore, and the University of
Western Australia, Australia. He has been appointed Chair Professor at the University of
Electronic Science and Technology, Chengdu, China, under the National ThousandTalents
Program(千人计划) since 2012. He holds honorary and visiting professorships of numerous
universities in China, Australia and South East Asia. Prof. Ngan served as associate editor
of IEEE Transactions on Circuits and Systems for Video Technology, Journal on Visual
Communications and Image Representation, EURASIP Journal of Signal Processing:
Image Communication, and Journal of Applied Signal Processing. He chaired and
co-chaired a number of prestigious international conferences on image and video
processing including the 2010 IEEE International Conference on Image Processing, and
served on the advisory and technical committees of numerous professional organizations.
He has published extensively including 3 authored books, 7 edited volumes, over400
refereed technical papers, and edited 9 special issues in journals. In addition, he holds 15
patents in the areas of imageideo coding and communications. Prof. Ngan is a Fellow of
IEEE (U.S.A.), IET (U.K.), and IEAust (Australia), and an IEEE Distinguished Lecturer in
2006-2007.
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PLENARY SPEAKER 1

Dr. Gerald Schaefer

Loughborough University,UK

Speech title: Fast compressed domain image retrieval

Abstract: Content-based image retrieval (CBIR) has been an active research area for
many years. However, almost all images are stored in compressed form, the vast majority
of CBIR algorithms operate in the (uncompressed) pixel domain. This not only leads to a
computational overhead for feature calculation, it can also be shown that image
compression affects retrieval accuracy, especially at extreme compression rates.
In my talk, I will discuss efficient and effective CBIR techniques that operate directly in the
compressed domain. In particular, I will focus on JPEG compressed images since most
images are stored in this format. Our compressed domain retrieval techniques eliminate the
need of full decompression for feature extraction while matching common pixel domain
methods in terms of retrieval performance. Last not least I will show how retrieval can be
achieved without any decompression at all, by exploiting adapted information stored in the
header of JPEG files.

Biography: Gerald Schaefer gained his PhD in Computer Vision from the University of
East Anglia. He worked at the Colour & Imaging Institute, University of Derby (1997-1999),
in the School of Information Systems, University of East Anglia (2000-2001), in the School
of Computing and Informatics at Nottingham Trent University (2001-2006), and in the
School of Engineering and Applied Science at Aston University (2006-2009) before joining
the Department of Computer Science at Loughborough University.
His research interests are mainly in the areas of colour image analysis, image retrieval,
physics-based vision, medical imaging, and computational intelligence. He has published
extensively in these areas with a total publication count exceeding 450. He is/was a
member of the editorial board of more than 20 international journals, has reviewed for over
140 journals and served on the programme committee of more than 400 conferences. He
has been invited as keynote or tutorial speaker to numerous conferences, is the organiser
of various international workshops and special sessions at conferences, and the editor of
several books, conference proceedings and special journal issues.
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PLENARY SPEAKER 2

Prof. Carlos Ramos

Institute of Engineering – Polytechnic of Porto (ISEP/IPP),Portugal

Speech Title: Computer Vision in the Artificial Intelligence boom era

Abstract: Computer Vision deals with how to automatically obtain high-level understanding
from digital images. On one hand, recent advances in Artificial Intelligence (AI), namely in
fields like Machine Learning, particularly in Neural Networks, together with the evolution of
the hardware processing capabilities, are allowing advances in the Computer Vision field.
On the other hand, in the AI era, at the same time that methods and techniques evolve, the
requests imposed to Computer Vision integrated in AI systems become more demanding. If
we look at the main evolutions expected for the next decades, from intelligent robots and
autonomous vehicles to the ambient assisted living, the ability to obtain information using a
different range of sensing channels is essential. As the richest sensing channel, Computer
Vision plays a unique role for this purpose. During many years the “singularity” was seen as
a hypothetical moment in time when artificial intelligence will have progressed to the point
of a greater-than-human intelligence. With the boom in AI, defined today as strategic for
most important companies, we are taking large steps in the direction of the singularity
moment. However, as we can easily understand, we are still far from obtaining the kind of
human ability to join sensorial capabilities, namely vision, with knowledge and reasoning
performances, in order to be comparable with the human being at this level. In spite of
achieving Computer Vision systems able to perform better than the human being, we are in
a phase in which it is much more credible to think in the cooperation human-computer
vision. As an example, we can select the case of medical image, as tomography, that due
the dimension of the problem is a huge effort for the analysis of the human being. Image
processing plays an important role to identify better to which set of images one expert
should focus the attention. In which tasks we will achieve computer vision systems able to
replace the better of the experts, and in which tasks this is not still possible is something
that we will understand with the evolution of the research fields of Computer Vision and
Artificial Intelligence.

Biography: Carlos Ramos was born in São Paulo, Brazil, in 1963. He got his 5-years
graduation from the University of Porto, Portugal, in 1986 and the PhD degree from the
same university in 1993. In 2001 he got the “agregação” (academic career maturity top
level). Between 1986 and 1995 Carlos Ramos was Assistant and Professor at the
University of Porto and worked in the areas of Artificial Intelligence, Robotics, and
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Computer Vision. In 1993, after his PhD, Carlos Ramos joined the Institute of Engineering –
Polytechnic of Porto (ISEP-IPP), as Coordinator Professor, where we created GECAD, a
Research Centre oriented for Intelligent Systems areas. He was responsible for more than
20 national and international R&D projects. He published more than 300 papers in scientific
conferences and more than 60 in international scientific journals. Currently his main
interests of activity are centered in Ambient Intelligence field. His publication “Ambient
Intelligence: the next step for AI” is one of the 3 most cited publications of Ambient
Intelligence field on the last 10 years. In March 2010 Carlos Ramos was appointed as
Vice-President of the Polytechnic Institute of Porto. He assumes the responsibility for the
R&D, Innovation and Internationalization areas.

PLENARY SPEAKER 3

Prof. Goreti Marreiros

Polytechnic Institute of Porto (ISEP),Portugal

Speech title: Social Signal Processing: Computer Vision and
Affective Computing

Abstract: We are living in a world increasingly affected by new technologies and more
sophisticated devices, and Computer Vision will make it possible for computer systems to
perceive, learn and adapt to the environment. These new smart environments must be
ready to capture and understand human behaviours, usually displayed in a social context,
so that they can improve the quality of life by anticipating each users needs. In my
presentation I will address Social Signal Processing, a new technological domain which
relies on Computer Vision features to process human social signals and behaviours and
make computer systems more intelligent.

Biography: Goreti Marreiros is graduated in Computer Science since 1995, have a master
in Information Management (2002) both from the Porto University, and a PhD in
Informatics-Artificial Intelligence from Minho University (2008). Since 1997 she is a
professor in the Department of Computer Engineering at the School of Engineering of the
Polytechnic Institute of Porto (ISEP). Goreti Marreiros is also researcher and sub-director
of GECAD – Research Group on Intelligent Engineering and Computing for Advanced
Innovation and Development, having participating in over 25 research projects, and
actually she is coordinating 4 research projects. In the last years she has taught and been
responsible for a number of courses on Decision Support Systems, Multiagent Systems
and on Artificial Intelligence at the graduate and postgraduate level. She is currently
working in applying Artificial intelligence techniques (e.g. multi-agent systems, knowledge
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based systems, knowledge discovery techniques) to the creation of smart environments.
Since 2002 she authored more than 100 scientific publications, 50 of which in international
journals and books. Along these years she has been participating in renowned
international conferences as member of the Program Committee, as Program Chair or
reviewer. She has been also keynote speaker in several conferences and guest editor
and/or member of editorial board of scientific international journals. She is also
vice-president of APPIA – Portuguese Association of Artificial Intelligence.

INVITED SPEAKER 1

Dr. Spot Srigrarom

Aerospace Systems,University of Glasgow, Singapore

Speech title: Development of UGS vision-based navigation and
guidance design for UAVs for waypoint tracking and collision
avoidance

Abstract: One of the key capabilities of an Unmanned Aerial Vehicle (UAV) is to identify
and avoid obstacles in its path by obtaining and processing information of its surrounding
environment. This information could be obtained from, inter alia, sensors, GPS and live
video input. This project focuses on the utilization of a single vision camera to obtain live
video input, providing vision-based navigation to achieve collision avoidance, as well as a
guidance design for waypoint tracking. With the live video input being made up of a series
of captured images, strong feature points in these consecutive image frames are matched
to detect motion parallax. False positive results from incorrect matching will be eliminated
using filters. With the Region of Interest (ROI) predetermined, redundant feature points will
also be dismissed to reduce processing load and computing time. The relevant results will
then be used to estimate the relative obstacle position. While avoiding collisions, the UAV
will perform continuous waypoint tracking by calculating the difference between
coordinates so as to manoeuvre towards desired waypoint. The final phase of this project
involves the application of this approach on a 2-axis flight path planning simulation and
subsequently, on a moving vehicle. The typical and traditional technique applied to
establish formation control either uses GPS navigation or communication systems to
control the position of members of the specific formation. However, these methods require
extensive and expensive computation, communication and is subjected to various
limitations. Hence in this paper, focus will be placed on vision-based approaches to reduce
the complexity and limitations while providing similar outcome results. Image processing
computations, provides many rich and useful information of the targets and environment
surroundings which can be used for many applications such as image recognition,
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autonomous navigation and 3D mapping. In this project, MATLAB Image Processing Tools
will be intensively used in order to achieve the desired result. Several MATLAB algorithms
are developed and integrated together to provide necessary information to achieve the
desire formation control. Firstly, an image detection algorithm is created to allow the
system to track the preassigned specific target, this will ensure that the follower can identify
the leader. Next emphasis will be the development of distance and bearing measurement
algorithm to calculate the specific position and distance of the target using the concept of
focal length and resolution of the camera. This algorithm will provide essential and
accurate inputs to the system and hence allowing the system to know its position relative to
the specific target. Finally, attention will be placed on creating a corner detection algorithm
to remove disparities when the target is not at desired level position. Due to the several
factors, such as translation, rotation movements, and lightings, often targets will not be in a
favorable position hence causing disputes and errors in calculation of distance and
bearing. Therefore, corner detection algorithm is put in place to compensate and minimize
the difference.

Biography: Dr. Spot is currently working at University of Glasgow Singapore in partnership
with Singapore Institute of Technology, as an associate professor in Aerospace Systems.
Prior to this, he worked for the Boeing commercial airplane company in Seattle during his
graduate study. Before joining UGS-SIT, Dr. Spot was at Nanyang Technological
University (NTU) and SIM University. He was a visiting professor at MIT, Univ. of Toronto,
National Cheng Kung University, Konkuk University and Kasetsart Univ. He is an associate
editor of Journal of Unmanned Systems Technology. He has published about 40 journal
and 30 conference papers (as of 2012). His research areas are: - Unsteady Aerodynamics,
Flapping Wing MAV - Bio-inspired Fluid Mechanics Flying/Swimming studies - Unmanned
Aerial Vehicle/Micro Aerial Vehicle - Vision-based Navigation, Swarming of UAVs - Rotary
Wing Aerodynamics, Blade designs - Wind/tidal turbine designs for renewable energy -
Fluid-Structure Interaction, Aero-/Hydro-elasticity - Computational Fluid Dynamics and
Finite Element Analyses applications for industrial/practical problems.
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INVITED SPEAKER 2

Prof. Kamesh Namuduri

University of North Texas, USA

Speech title: Aerial Base Stations for Enabling Cellular

Abstract: During disasters such as hurricanes, earthquakes, tornadoes, storms, tsunamis
and man-made disasters, the need for communication becomes more imperative for the
first responders as well as the people who were affected. It is very common that during
such situations communication is interrupted due to physical damage of network devices,
network congestion and interruption of supporting network infrastructure. Communications
during such incidents can be the distinguishing factor between life and death for the
affected population. Without communications, first responders might find it difficult to locate
and rescue trapped victims during disaster recovery operations due to lack of synchronized
operations. This paper presents a summary of our research efforts that led to the design of
an integrated aerial platform for enabling communications and information sharing among
the first responders and citizens during disaster recovery operations.

Biography: Kamesh Namuduri is a Professor of Electrical Engineering at the University of
North Texas. He is serving as the chair for the IEEE P1920.1 standards working group for
“Aerial Networks and Communications”. Over the past few years he co-organized a series
of workshops on “Airborne Networking and Communications” in conjunction with AIAA,
AUVSI, and ACM Conferences. Over the past few years, he has been leading a public
safety action cluster working towards the development of “Deployable Communication
Systems”. This living laboratory project has been demonstrated during the Global City
Teams Challenge Exhibitions during 2014, 2015 and 2016.
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INSTRUCTIONS TO ORAL PRESENTATIONS

Devices Provided by the Conference Organizer:
Laptops (with MS-Office & Adobe Reader)
Projectors & Screen
Laser Sticks

Materials Provided by the Presenters:
PowerPoint or PDF files
Duration of each Presentation (Tentatively):
Regular Oral Session: about 10 Minutes of Presentation, 2-5 Minutes of Q&A.

NOTICE:
*Certificate of Participation will be awarded by Session Chair after each presentation finished.
*The organizer will not provide accommodation, so we suggest you make an early reservation.
*One best presentation will be selected from each session. The best one will be announced when each

session ends, and will be awarded by the session chair after each session in the meeting room.
*The attendee should provide the author’s authorization or attendee’s passport ID when the attendee is

none of the authors.
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FULL SCHEDULE

September 22, 2017 Friday

9:00am -17:00pm

S.TRAINING CENTER

S.Training Center F1 Lobby

9:00am-17:00pm Participants Registration and Conference kits Collection

September 23, 2017 Saturday

9:00am -14:00am

S.TRAINING CENTER

S.Training Center F9 Conference Room 905

8:00am-8:45am Registration

8:45am-9:00am Welcome address

9:00am-09:30am

Keynote Speaker 1: Prof. Ian Robert McAndrew

(Embry-Riddle Aeronautical University,UK)

Speech Title: Innovation, what do we mean and

how does this apply to AI and UAV?

Abstract: Innovation is an item that can mean

different things to different people. There are cases

where innovation is presented as good design and others where it is ignored

from the inflexibility. However, innovation has to start and be allowed to develop.

Researchers and scientist are looking at AI and UAVs for roles and applications.

If we think classically then there might not be developments. In his talk Prof. Ian

McAndrew will discuss how we can learn from others and what we need to think

about that separates innovation, innovative process and ideas from basic

engineering development. He argues that design is insufficient to be the driver
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of innovation.

9:30am-10:00am

Keynote Speaker 2: Prof. King Ngi Ngan

(Department of Electronic Engineering, The

Chinese University of Hong Kong)

Speech Title: 3D Morphable Model and its

Applications

Abstract: In this talk, the research work on 3D

morphable model and its applications conducted in

the Image and Visual Processing (IVP) Laboratory of the Chinese University of

Hong Kong (CUHK) is discussed. The 3D morphable model is introduced with

respect to the works carried out for face modeling and reconstruction. Its

applications to head pose tracking, facial expression tracking, and face

reconstruction using a single color image are explored. Demonstrations showing

the results obtained are displayed in video. Lastly some future directions will be

outlined.

10:00am-10:30am

Group Photo and Coffee Break

10:30am-11:00am

Plenary Speaker 1: Dr. Gerald Schaefer

(Loughborough University,UK)

Speech Title: Fast compressed domain image

retrieval

Abstract: Content-based image retrieval (CBIR) has

been an active research area for many years.

However, almost all images are stored in compressed

form, the vast majority of CBIR algorithms operate in the (uncompressed) pixel

domain. This not only leads to a computational overhead for feature calculation,

it can also be shown that image compression affects retrieval accuracy,

especially at extreme compression rates.

In my talk, I will discuss efficient and effective CBIR techniques that operate

directly in the compressed domain. In particular, I will focus on JPEG

compressed images since most images are stored in this format. Our

compressed domain retrieval techniques eliminate the need of full
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decompression for feature extraction while matching common pixel domain

methods in terms of retrieval performance. Last not least I will show how

retrieval can be achieved without any decompression at all, by exploiting

adapted information stored in the header of JPEG files.

11:00am-11:30pm

Plenary Speaker 2: Prof. Carlos Ramos

(Institute of Engineering – Polytechnic of Porto

(ISEP/IPP),Portugal)

Speech Title: Computer Vision in the Artificial

Intelligence boom era

Abstract: Computer Vision deals with how to

automatically obtain high-level understanding from digital images. On one hand,

recent advances in Artificial Intelligence (AI), namely in fields like Machine

Learning, particularly in Neural Networks, together with the evolution of the

hardware processing capabilities, are allowing advances in the Computer Vision

field. On the other hand, in the AI era, at the same time that methods and

techniques evolve, the requests imposed to Computer Vision integrated in AI

systems become more demanding. If we look at the main evolutions expected

for the next decades, from intelligent robots and autonomous vehicles to the

ambient assisted living, the ability to obtain information using a different range of

sensing channels is essential. As the richest sensing channel, Computer Vision

plays a unique role for this purpose. During many years the “singularity” was

seen as a hypothetical moment in time when artificial intelligence will have

progressed to the point of a greater-than-human intelligence. With the boom in

AI, defined today as strategic for most important companies, we are taking large

steps in the direction of the singularity moment. However, as we can easily

understand, we are still far from obtaining the kind of human ability to join

sensorial capabilities, namely vision, with knowledge and reasoning

performances, in order to be comparable with the human being at this level. In

spite of achieving Computer Vision systems able to perform better than the

human being, we are in a phase in which it is much more credible to think in the

cooperation human-computer vision. As an example, we can select the case of

medical image, as tomography, that due the dimension of the problem is a huge

effort for the analysis of the human being. Image processing plays an important

role to identify better to which set of images one expert should focus the

attention. In which tasks we will achieve computer vision systems able to

replace the better of the experts, and in which tasks this is not still possible is

something that we will understand with the evolution of the research fields of

Computer Vision and Artificial Intelligence.
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11:30am-12:00am

Plenary Speaker 3: Prof. Goreti Marreiros

(Polytechnic Institute of Porto (ISEP),Portugal)

Speech Title: Social Signal Processing: Computer

Vision and Affective Computing

Abstract: We are living in a world increasingly

affected by new technologies and more sophisticated

devices, and Computer Vision will make it possible for computer systems to

perceive, learn and adapt to the environment. These new smart environments

must be ready to capture and understand human behaviours, usually displayed

in a social context, so that they can improve the quality of life by anticipating

each users needs. In my presentation I will address Social Signal Processing,

a new technological domain which relies on Computer Vision features to

process human social signals and behaviours and make computer systems

more intelligent.

12:00am-13:00pm

Lunch

Invited Speaker 1: Dr. Spot Srigrarom

(Aerospace Systems,University of Glasgow,

Singapore)

Speech Title: Development of UGS vision-based

navigation and guidance design for UAVs for

waypoint tracking and collision avoidance

Abstract: One of the key capabilities of an Unmanned Aerial Vehicle (UAV) is to

identify and avoid obstacles in its path by obtaining and processing information

of its surrounding environment. This information could be obtained from, inter

alia, sensors, GPS and live video input. This project focuses on the utilization of

a single vision camera to obtain live video input, providing vision-based

navigation to achieve collision avoidance, as well as a guidance design for

waypoint tracking. With the live video input being made up of a series of

captured images, strong feature points in these consecutive image frames are

matched to detect motion parallax. False positive results from incorrect

matching will be eliminated using filters. With the Region of Interest (ROI)

predetermined, redundant feature points will also be dismissed to reduce
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13:00am-13:30am

processing load and computing time. The relevant results will then be used to

estimate the relative obstacle position. While avoiding collisions, the UAV will

perform continuous waypoint tracking by calculating the difference between

coordinates so as to manoeuvre towards desired waypoint. The final phase of

this project involves the application of this approach on a 2-axis flight path

planning simulation and subsequently, on a moving vehicle. The typical and

traditional technique applied to establish formation control either uses GPS

navigation or communication systems to control the position of members of the

specific formation. However, these methods require extensive and expensive

computation, communication and is subjected to various limitations. Hence in

this paper, focus will be placed on vision-based approaches to reduce the

complexity and limitations while providing similar outcome results. Image

processing computations, provides many rich and useful information of the

targets and environment surroundings which can be used for many applications

such as image recognition, autonomous navigation and 3D mapping. In this

project, MATLAB Image Processing Tools will be intensively used in order to

achieve the desired result. Several MATLAB algorithms are developed and

integrated together to provide necessary information to achieve the desire

formation control. Firstly, an image detection algorithm is created to allow the

system to track the preassigned specific target, this will ensure that the follower

can identify the leader. Next emphasis will be the development of distance and

bearing measurement algorithm to calculate the specific position and distance

of the target using the concept of focal length and resolution of the camera. This

algorithm will provide essential and accurate inputs to the system and hence

allowing the system to know its position relative to the specific target. Finally,

attention will be placed on creating a corner detection algorithm to remove

disparities when the target is not at desired level position. Due to the several

factors, such as translation, rotation movements, and lightings, often targets will

not be in a favorable position hence causing disputes and errors in calculation of

distance and bearing. Therefore, corner detection algorithm is put in place to

compensate and minimize the difference.

Invited Speaker 2: Prof. Kamesh Namuduri

(University of North Texas, USA)

Speech Title: Aerial Base Stations for Enabling

Cellular

Abstract: During disasters such as hurricanes,

earthquakes, tornadoes, storms, tsunamis and

man-made disasters, the need for communication becomes more imperative for

the first responders as well as the people who were affected. It is very common
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13:30am-14:00am that during such situations communication is interrupted due to physical

damage of network devices, network congestion and interruption of supporting

network infrastructure. Communications during such incidents can be the

distinguishing factor between life and death for the affected population. Without

communications, first responders might find it difficult to locate and rescue

trapped victims during disaster recovery operations due to lack of synchronized

operations. This paper presents a summary of our research efforts that led to

the design of an integrated aerial platform for enabling communications and

information sharing among the first responders and citizens during disaster

recovery operations.

PRESENTATION SESSION

September 23, 2017 Saturday

14:00pm -17:00pm

Presentation Session

Session A: Conference Room 501
Session A Chair: Prof. Carlos Ramos

Session A Co-Chair: Prof. Goreti Marreiros
Author: P013

Asst. Prof. DHANRAJ

RAMDAS DHOTRE

Shri Sant Gajanan Maharaj

College of Engineering

Shegaon, Dist-Buldhana,

Maharashtra, India

15 minutes

Title: Multilevel Haar Wavelet Transform and Histogram usage in Content

based Image Retrieval System

Authors: DHANRAJ RAMDAS DHOTRE and G.R. Bamnote

Abstract: In this paper the content based image retrieval system, using

hybrid approach of features such as Texture and Color is presented. The

color feature is extracted through Color Histogram and texture is extracted

using Haar Wavelet Transformation. The combination of these features is

robust to scaling and translation of objects in an image. The proposed system

has demonstrated a promising and faster retrieval method on an image

database containing general-purpose color images. The performance has

been evaluated by comparing with the existing systems in the literature. The

expansion of content based image retrieval technique can be found in a

number of different domains. Content Based Image Retrieval is putting into

practice for the image retrieval problem that is the problem of searching for

digital images in large databases.
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Author: P018

Mr.Jaeyoung Yoon

Kyung Hee University,

Republic of Korea

15 minutes

Title: Image Stitching using Multiple Homographies Estimated by Segmented

Regions for Different Parallaxes

Authors: Daeho Lee, Jaeyoung Yoon and Sunggyel Lim

Abstract: We propose a novel image stitching method using multiple

homographies. The method can stitch images having different parallaxes,

such as an image that contains distant buildings and close trees. Such

images might not be stitched with fine quality by single global homography.

Therefore, we select a background homography by analyzing the inliers of the

homographies estimated by RANSAC (random sample consensus) for

leave-one-out segmented regions, and the left segmented region of the

background homography is designated as an object region. Then, the object

homography is estimated by the object region. Using these multiple

homographies, image stitching and multi-band blending are performed. With

this method, images having different parallaxes are stitched with higher visual

quality than with other methods using single homography and multiple

homographies.

Author: P017

Mr. Gyun Hyuk Lee

Department of Computer

Science and Engineering,

Chung-Ang University,

Seoul, Korea

15 minutes

Title: Advanced De-haze with Dark Channel Prior

Authors: Gyun Hyuk Lee, Jun Kim, Wan-Ho Cho, Woo-Rim Kim, Kwang

Nam and ChoiShafiullah Soomro

Abstract: Fog removal techniques have been widely used for the application

to vehicle auxiliary systems which provide assistance for autonomous driving

vehicle system. Dark Channel Prior method is commonly used for those

techniques. Dark Channel Prior causes the staircase problems due to the

fetch-based method. Moreover, It requires many computations to refine

fetches to pixels. Because of the color-based method, it has some

unnecessary calculations in no haze pixels. So, we propose the fetch size

selection algorithm and advanced de-haze algorithm with differentiation. By

using proposed algorithm, we have reduced the lagging and unnecessary

de-haze problem occurred in previous techniques.

Author: P020

Mr. David Heinemann

Title: Low Cost Target Design and Detection for Camera Calibration in Image

Based Close Range Inspection Applications

Author: David Heinemann

Abstract: Camera calibration is a widely covered and well-known topic,

which has been discussed and well described in many publications. However,

the detection of the corresponding calibration markers can be problematic if

the imaging setup considers a very short working distance, a huge

magnification and special lighting setups, which is the case in almost every

industrial inspection system, especially in surface inspection. Low-cost

calibration targets can have poor quality in terms of surface homogeneity,

resulting in reflection and illumination artifacts. In this paper, we present a

distance transform based approach for detecting calibration markers of those
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Technische Universität

Ilmenau, Germany

15 minutes

targets. As an example application, the typical setup of a surface inspection

system for printed circuit boards is used. This approach ensures a built-in

calibration process without the need of changing the imaging setup.

Author: P021

Prof. Andreas Uhl

University of Salzburg,

Austria

15 minutes

Title: Real-world Non-NIR Illumination and Wavelength-specific Acquisition

Variants in Iris Recognition

Authors: Veronika Haaf, Martin Neukamp, Jutta Hämmerle-Uhl and

Andreas Uhl

Abstract: Experiments with real-world non-NIR illumina-tion as well as

wavelength-specific acquisition settings are con-ducted with respect to

impact on iris recognition performance, in particular considering variations in

genuine score distri-bution. Illumination includes daylight, light bulbs,

fluorescent tubes, halogen lamps, and mixed modes, while acquisition is

done in visible wavelength, near infrared wavelength, and a combination of

both. Results indicate very different results for blue and brown eyes

respectively, with halogen illumination and visible and mixed-mode

acquisition being an interesting option for a compromise setting.

Author: P025

Mr. Han Huang
Northeastern University,
College of Engineering,

China
15 minutes

Title: Speed limit sign detection based on Gaussian color model and

template matching

Authors: Han Huang, Ling-Ying Hou
Abstract: Traffic sign detection and recognition play crucial roles on the

Intelligent Transportation System(ITS). Firstly, in YCbCr color space, color

segmentation of the traffic scene images using Gaussian color model is

calculated，and traffic sign regions are obtained. Secondly, the morphology

processing is utilized on the segmented image to extract the candidate traffic

signs with a rectangle region in the original image to be selected according as

its shape property. Finally, template matching is applied for speed signs

classification. The performance of the proposed method is evaluated on

Norwegian speed limit signs in natural environment. Experiment results show

that this algorithm can effectively improve the traffic sign detection efficiency,

which is used in traffic signs recognition and tracking of intelligent vehicles.

Author: P027

Title: Image de-hazing based on polynomial estimation and steepest descent

concept

Authors: Shilong LIU, Hongkun Wu, Ruowei Li, Md Arifur Rahman, Xuan

HE, Sanchi Liu and Ngai Ming Kwok

Abstract: Digital images captured in hazy conditions suffer from colour

distortion and loss of contrast, posing difficulties in being applied for further

applications. Due to the existed challenge and its great significance, a large

amount of research has been conducted for image de-hazing. Among the

image haze removal methods, the algorithm based on dark channel prior is

proved to be the most effective. Furthermore, the introduction of guided filter

has boosted its efficiency to a large extent. However, the requirement for
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Mr. Shilong LIU

The University of New

South Wales, Australia
15 minutes

transmission refinement and the assumption that the transmission is the

same in each colour channel still make the DCP concept based methods time

consuming and suffer from colour distortion. To solve this problem, an

approach named as Image De-hazing Based on Polynomial Estimation and

Steepest Descent Concept is proposed, which derives the pixel-wised

transmission that does not require any further refinement. Additionally, image

de-hazing procedures based on the steepest descent concept are adopted so

that the objective of saturation enhancement under the minimum hue change

constraint is achieved. Experiments are conducted on one hundred hazy

images, processed by the proposed method and four other available

approaches. Results are analysed qual- itatively and quantitatively, which

verified the effectiveness and efficiency of the proposed algorithm.

Author: U1004

Mr. CHIHWEI HSU

TSINGHUA UNIVERSITY,

China

15 minutes

Title: High-Resolution Image Inpainting through Multiple Deep Networks

Authors: Chihwei Hsu, Feng Chen and Guijin Wang

Abstract: For the operation and aerial photography of the UAV, it is important

to identify the blindspots and observe the details on the ground. But limited by

the camera resolution, small or fuzzy objects can not be effectively observed.

Therefore, repairment of high-definition images has become one of the

important problems to be solved. In recent years, the development of the

deep learning method has effectively solved the loss and blurring of images,

but because of the difficulties in training and the speed of calculation it can

only be used with low-pixel images. Therefore, we propose a method for

superimposing images first with the content and textual recovery for the

defaced area. We use unsupervised learning GANs and trained VGG network

to restore holes and missing areas of the image, and then enlarge it through

CNN method. Our preliminary results show that high resolution image

restoration speed has been greatly improved, and details become sharper

than using traditional method.

Session B: Conference Room 905
Session B Chair: Prof. Ian Robert McAndrew
Session B Co-Chair: Dr. Spot Srigrarom

Title: Utilizing a greenhouse activities streamlining system towards accurate

VPD monitoring for tropical plants

Authors: Hernan S. Alar and Danilo C. Sabado

Abstract: Plants from places with tropical climates need higher humidity than
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Author: U001

Asst. Prof. HERNAN S

ALAR

University of Makati,

Republic of the Philippines

7 minutes

those native to arid regions. Most greenhouse crops prefer relative humidity

between 70% and 80%. However, the ideal relative humidity also depends on

the temperature and plants require a higher humidity when the temperature is

high and a lower humidity when it is low. Nonetheless, instead of relative

humidity, the more accurate way to express the driving force of water loss

from a leaf is Vapor Pressure Deficit (VPD). Its value is independent of

temperature. VPD is the difference between the amount of moisture in the air

and how much moisture the air could potentially hold when it is saturated.

The objective of this study is to monitor air VPD in a tropical lowland

shelter-house or greenhouse. A custom-designed real-time Data Acquisition

system with an arduino based microcontroller, touch screen panel and

sensors for monitoring aerial parameters and soil moisture were developed,

calibrated and tested. The watering system, lighting control system,

ventilation and the temperature sensors are the main fundamental

components of the Greenhouse prototype which bring controllable factors to

monitor and manipulate the VPD, thus, giving lighting and comfort to the

general atmosphere. The effectiveness of the unmanned control system were

tested and monitored apropos to manual scenario and processes of

maintaining an acceptable greenhouse atmosphere. The prototype was

successfully used for VPD monitoring and prediction based on temperature,

moisture and relative humidity inputs. In a week test, the gathered data were

statistically analyzed and different means from a normal distribution were

rejected at any significant level. The result of this study can be used in further

studies such as decision support systems' database for controlling and

maintaining tropical lowland plant production environments.

Oral Presenter: U001

Title: Utilizing a greenhouse activities streamlining system towards accurate

VPD monitoring for tropical plants

Authors: Hernan S. Alar and Danilo C. Sabado

Abstract: Plants from places with tropical climates need higher humidity than

those native to arid regions. Most greenhouse crops prefer relative humidity

between 70% and 80%. However, the ideal relative humidity also depends on

the temperature and plants require a higher humidity when the temperature is

high and a lower humidity when it is low. Nonetheless, instead of relative

humidity, the more accurate way to express the driving force of water loss

from a leaf is Vapor Pressure Deficit (VPD). Its value is independent of

temperature. VPD is the difference between the amount of moisture in the air

and how much moisture the air could potentially hold when it is saturated.

The objective of this study is to monitor air VPD in a tropical lowland

shelter-house or greenhouse. A custom-designed real-time Data Acquisition

system with an arduino based microcontroller, touch screen panel and

sensors for monitoring aerial parameters and soil moisture were developed,
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Dr. DANILO C SABADO

University of Makati, Repub

lic of the Philippines
8 minutes

calibrated and tested. The watering system, lighting control system,

ventilation and the temperature sensors are the main fundamental

components of the Greenhouse prototype which bring controllable factors to

monitor and manipulate the VPD, thus, giving lighting and comfort to the

general atmosphere. The effectiveness of the unmanned control system were

tested and monitored apropos to manual scenario and processes of

maintaining an acceptable greenhouse atmosphere. The prototype was

successfully used for VPD monitoring and prediction based on temperature,

moisture and relative humidity inputs. In a week test, the gathered data were

statistically analyzed and different means from a normal distribution were

rejected at any significant level. The result of this study can be used in further

studies such as decision support systems' database for controlling and

maintaining tropical lowland plant production environments.

Author: U005

Mr. Muhammad Salihin

Saealal

Universiti Teknikal Malaysia

Melaka (UTeM), Malaysia

15 minutes

Title: Real-Time Nonlinear Complementary Filter on SO(3) for Attitude

Estimation of Small-Scale Aerial Robot

Authors: Muhammad Salihin Saealal, Dafizal Derawi, Nurul Dayana Salim

and Mohd Zaidi Mohd Tumari

Abstract: This paper presents the real-time implementation of a powerful

nonlinear complementary filter on special orthogonal group of rotation

matrices, called as NCF SO(3) for attitude estimation. It fuses the raw data

from accelerometers, magnetometer, and gyroscopes sensors to get reliable

real-time attitude estimation. Gyroscopes is used as the main sensor for

attitude estimation and another two sensors are used to correct drift error of

gyroscopes. In this paper, the performance of NCF SO(3) is explored on

performance in highly dynamic manoeuvres in real-time. Real-time

experiments were conducted to compare its performance with conventional

Extended Kalman Filter (EKF) to exploit the positive features of NCF SO(3)

for small-scale aerial robot with limited on-board processor memory cases.

The experimental results show the proposed real-time filter has excellent

estimated attitude data and can reduce the computational cost, compared to

EKF. Thus, it is suitable for small-scale aerial robot which has memory

limitation of on-board processor.

Author: U010 Title: A Method of Wind Velocity Estimation using a Tethered, Spherical

Balloon with Standard Aviation Sensors

Author: Thanan Yomchinda

Abstract: This paper presents the utilization of an inertial measurement unit

(IMU) for wind-characterization applications. A method of wind velocity

estimation using an IMU installed on a tethered balloon is described. The

system of a balloon tethered to a ground station acts as a measuring

instrument for wind approximation. The wind-responding motion of tethered

balloon is captured with the utilization of a standard set of on-board sensors
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Mr. Thanan Yomchinda

Defence Technology

Institute (Public

Organization), Thailand

15 minutes

(i.e., accelerometers, gyroscope, thermometer, and barometer). An Extended

Kalman Filter (EKF) technique is implemented for the wind estimation with the

use of an estimated motion of spherical balloon. The performance of the

developed method in order to measure the wind speed in variations of

frequencies is determined. The limitation of the system performance is found

to be due to the delay in the filter and performance of the selected sensor set.

Author: U1005

Prof. YANG FANG

School of Computer

Science and Technology,

Hebei University，China

15 minutes

Title:An Improved Formula Extraction Method of Printed Chinese Layouts

Based on Connected Component Run-length Feature

Authors:Fang Yang, Chunning Hou, Xuedong Tian

Abstract: The mathematical formula extraction is the prerequisite of formula

structure analysis, recognition and retrieval. This paper studies the formula

extraction method for the printed Chinese scientific and technical document

images, proposes a criterion based on connected component run-length

feature to estimate formulae in text lines, and then improves the formula

location method based on rules. The connected component run-length’s

change regularity was analyzed firstly for all symbols in a text line. Then

Change-rate threshold was set to estimate whether there is formula in this

line. Finally, improved formula extraction method was given.The experimental

results on the samples collected from printed Chinese scientific and technical

documents showed that the proposed method is effective in estimate the

embedded formula, and improves the accuracy of the formula location.

Oral Presenter: U006

Prof. Junchul Chun

Kyonggi UNiversity, South

Korea

15 minutes

Title: A New Approach for RGB-D based Object Detection and Tracking

Using a 3D CCTV

Author: Junchul Chun

Abstract: Recently developed intelligent CCTV can detect and analyze the

overall situation of objects such as pedestrians through image analysis.

However, most of the CCTV systems are developed based on 2D image

information and analyzing 2D image has some limitation in segmentating the

object in the image due to the lack of topological information of obtained

images. One way to resolve such a problem is combining depth information

with RGB cololr information in image analysis. In this paper we propose a

new robust method to detect and track object using RGB-D information of 3D

CCTV. For this work, we use the Mixture of Gaussians technique to detect

moving objects by separating the background and foreground, and generate

stereo-based depth maps using two cameras to perform depth

information-based segmentation. The color-based segmented region is set as

a domain for extracting the depth value, and then the depth-based

segmentation is performed. From the experiments, we can prove that the

proposed RGB-D based object detecting and tracking method can efficiently

segment individual object from the group of objects and track the object as a

convenient fashion.
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Author: P001

Mr. Phuoc Si Nguyen

Victoria University of

Technology, Electrical and

Electronics Department

Melbourne, Victoria,

Australia

15 minutes

Title: A New Formulation for Design of Digital IIR Band Stop Filters

Author: Phuoc Si Nguyen

Abstract: This paper introduces a new general mathematical method for

calculating the poles and zeros of a digital filter when transforming the poles

and zeros of an analog filter in the s-domain into the poles and zeros of a

digital filter in the z-domain by using inverse bilinear z-transformation with

pre-warping frequency technique. This paper also analyzes the poles and

zeros of the digital Butterworth filters and indicates where they are distributed

in the geometric curve in the z-domain, which allows visualization of the

pole-zero locations and the stability of the desired digital filter design. In

addition, the center frequency and the notch frequency are discussed in the

designing of the digital Butterworth band stop. From that, the relationships

among the lower frequency, the upper frequency and the notch frequency are

derived and used as a new method to design a digital Butterworth band stop

filter. In a special case, in which the notch frequency is equal to one-quarter

of the sampling frequency fs, the pole-zero transfer functions of the digital

Butterworth filters are also investigated and it can be used to design a

half-band filter in multi-rate digital signal processing.

Author: P010

Dr. NABILAH IBRAHM

UNIVERSITI TUN

HUSSEIN ONN MALAYSIA

(UTHM), MALAYSIA

15 minutes

Title: INITIAL STUDY TO EVALUATE FUZZY LOGIC ON DIAGNOSIS OF

GENERIC ATHEROSCLEROSIS

Authors: Nabilah Binti Ibrahim, Lina Farhana Mahadi and Farhanahani

Mahmud

Abstract: Atherosclerosis is a disease in which plaque builds up inside the

arteries that eventually intend to be hardened over time thus narrows the

arteries. This work is to develop an atherosclerosis diagnosis system using

fuzzy logic and to construct a prototype of atherosclerosis risk

monitor. Simultaneously, the system is validated by comparing the result

obtained from the system and the one from the prototype. Five membership

functions are setup such as age, body mass index (BMI), intima-media

thickness (IMT), blood pressure and blood glucose level, from 20 volunteers

males and females. The output fuzzy sets are divided into Healthy, Low risk,

Mid risk, High risk, and Very high risk. This leads to the awareness level of

people thus improve the societal health. The constructed prototype is

validated by inserting the data and reconfirmed the diagnosed result on the

display. It showed that the prototype has 95% realibility since the output of the

system is calculated with 100% low risk (LR) of atherosclerosis.

Author: P004

Title: Prediction of Probability of Crying of a Child and system formation for

cry detection and financial viability of the system

Authors: Garvit Joshi, Chaitanya Dandvate, Hardik Tiwari and Aakash

Mundhare

Abstract: Sometimes parents don’t have resources or time to attend to their
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young ones as they have certain predispositions. This document

demonstrates the process of construction of a web-service/module, defines

the algorithm, procedure of construction of the algorithm and the

analysis/results of the procedures performed. The market for this system

is the working class nuclear families or single parents that are not present for

their babies and have to take help from nannies to keep an eye for them. The

algorithm constructed is itself build upon various algorithms that were

developed in past and incorporated in the ML studio as modules so a dataset

has been generated and utilized these modules to from an algorithm to

predict the probability of a child’s crying in next few hours based on the

previous data that has been collected (randomly generated in this case). A

module for creation of automatic machine is stated which augment a basic

child cry monitor with Machine Learning and Cognitive services for faster

cheaper and more reliable cloud based solution for parents.

Poster Session: Conference Room

Poster Presenter: U007

Ms. Kim Schmidt

TU Chemnitz, Germany

Title: A mathematical model using steering wheel angle for lane change

prediction

Authors: Kim Schmidt, Matthias Beggiato, Karl Heinz Hoffmann and Josef

F. Krems

Abstract: In a not too distant future, traffic will be dominated by autonomous

vehicles. But before this, the transition period with both unmanned and

manned vehicles in the same traffic will be a critical issue. In order to

minimize risks it would be helpful if driver-operated cars could anticipate

drivers behavior. We concentrate on one important situation, the lane

change. If the ego-vehicle could predict the driver’s lane change, this

information could be send to other vehicles around and warn them.

Therefore, we analyzed the steering wheel angle as an important indicator for

a lane change and developed a mathematical model of its dynamical

behavior. The database of this model is a driving simulator study, where more

than 3000 lane changes of 51 participants were analyzed. This model can be

part of a lane change predictor.

Title:The Generation of Indoor Orthoimage using Panorama Images

Author: Tee-Ann Teo

Abstract: Due to the development of image sensor and the need for

Augmented Reality (AR), different types of panorama sensors (e.g. PointGrey

Ladybug, Orah 4i, Richo Theta, Nikon KeyMission) are capable of providing
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Poster Presenter: P014

Prof. Tee-Ann Teo

National Chiao Tung

University, Taiwan

panorama images and videos for AR effectively. Panorama images are not

only for visualization, but also provide useful information for 3D modelling.

Indoor map is one of the important spatial information for indoor applications,

for example, location-based services and indoor route planning. The aim of

this study is to extend the application of panorama images from view-only to

indoor mapping. Indoor map data can be generated using image-based and

laser-based techniques. Laser-based sensor is more reliable than

image-based sensor; however, image-based technique is more

cost-effective. Frame-based image matching technique has been widely used

to generate indoor 3D information by stereo images. Traditionally, the typical

product for indoor mapping from images is a large number of 3D point clouds

or 3D meshes. These data show high detail on indoor environment. However,

the data volume of 3D point clouds or 3D meshes is too heavy and not easy

to be used. As the indoor application are usually developed based on 2D

ground map, this study develops a scheme to generate indoor orthoimage

from panorama images. The indoor orthoimage is an image using

orthographic projection with uniform scale. The ideas of indoor orthoimage is

similar to the orthoimage from aerial image for outdoor environment. Besides,

the indoor orthoimage can be considered as a colored ground map from

top-view. In this study, panorama images are used to generate 3D point

clouds. Then, the 3D point clouds are further processed into indoor

orthoimage. The benefit of using panorama image is to obtain the indoor

information in 360 degrees direction. The 3D point clouds generation includes

four major parts: (1) camera calibration, (2) cameras positions and

orientations alignment, (3) camera optimization, (4) dense points matching.

Once the 3D point clouds are obtained, these points are used to detect the

ground surface and the ground surface are rasterized into 2D grid by a

predefined cell size (e.g. 10cm by 10cm). Then, the color of point is

reprojected into the extracted ground surface. Only the color of lower point

within a cell is selected to represent the cell. Finally, the colored 2D grid is

used as a building indoor orthoimage. This study used Nikon KeyMission to

acquire 4K panorama video in an indoor environment. The video is

decomposed into many panorama images by a fixed time interval (i.e. 2

frame-per-second). The total number of panorama image is 200 images in a

40m by 20m indoor space. After the 3D point clouds generation, a 10cm cell

size indoor orthoimage was generated. The indoor orthoimage showed the

tiles and the location of column and door. A laser ranger is used to measure

the lengths of the objects in accuracy analysis. To compare the lengths in real

world and indoor orthoimage, the relative errors are less than 5%. In other

words, the generated indoor orthoimage showed high accuracy and can fulfill

the need of indoor application. This study used a panorama video to generate
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3D points and orthoimage in an indoor environment. The ideas of indoor

orthoimage is consider as a colored ground map in indoor space. The

panorama video is a cost-effectively way to obtain data for the generation of

indoor spatial information. It can be used for many indoor applications. In the

verification, the comparison of field measurement and generated indoor

orthoimage reached 5% relative accuracy.
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Title:A Simplified and Efficient Gravitational Search Algorithm for

Unconstrained Optimization Problems

Authors: Xin Zhang, Dexuan Zou and Xin Shen

Abstract: Aiming at the shortcomings that the gravitational search algorithm

(GSA) is easy to fall into the local optima, this paper proposes a simplified

gravitational search algorithm (SGSA). This improved gravitational search

algorithm has the characteristics of faster optimization process and better

convergence accuracy for solving unconstrained optimization problems. In

the search process, SGSA discards the velocity and only performs the

particles’ position update including the particles acceleration. Ten benchmark

functions are used to verify the performance of the SGSA algorithm, and the

experimental results show that SGSA is better than the other four approaches

with different improvement strategies for most cases.
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Title: Expediting Determination of Coding Unit Partition Based on

Quantization Parameter and Frame Complexity

Authors: Chan Mieow Kee, Anthony Leong Chan Xeng, Sasiskala Regal,

Balvinder Singh, Preeshaath Raoo, Yap Koon Eu and Ng Sok Choo

Abstract: Choosing current major video coding standard, called H.264, to

compress ultra-high resolution videos will cause low performance of

compression in bitrate because of fixed macroblocks in H.264. For solving the

large bitrate problem, a new video coding standard called High Efficiency

Video Coding (HEVC) includes a quadtree-based Coding Unit (CU) block

partitioning structure is established. However, HEVC causes a significant

increase in computational complexity, compared to H.264 due to the

necessity of searching the optimal Largest Coding Unit (LCU) partition. In this

paper, we propose the fast luma-based CU partition (FLCUP) for HEVC intra

prediction coding, which reduces significant computational complexity with

negligible distortion in rate-distortion performance. FLCUP performs two

steps: 1) analyzing the complexity of an original frame and 2) predicting LCU

partition. Current the complexity of an original frame of LCU is analyzed by

Discrete Wavelet Transform and several thresholds are obtained from

experimental results. After analyzing the complexity of an original frame,

FLCUP could predict the LCU partition for encoder without the unnecessary

depth searching. Experimental results show that compared to the standard

HEVC, FLCUP reduces the computational complexity by 38.63% at the cost
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of increasing only 1.62% in BD rate.
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The end of this conference!
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